A Disclaimer:

I want to keep my word with you. I know you understand that I receive interesting and timely news items from friends all over the world. Most of these items appear to have prophetic relevance. Others are of particular interest in the field of Science, Health & Nutrition, Devotional themes and some touches of Humor.

With a bit of hesitation, I am forwarding some of these items to friends like you via email. My concern is this: some persons who will receive or read the items I choose to forward will assume that I endorse, approve or believe every "iota," and that I am endorsing the author or source. This simply is not true! As you read, you must be discerning, choosy, discriminating and use common sense. If you are going to quote someone, quote the source -- I am not the source, I am the reporter . . . --CW

--CW Says, "Nearly 30 years ago, I addressed large audiences in southern California (the Los Angeles Basin). On the basis of my understanding and conviction regarding end-time prophecy; over a period of several years I did not hesitate to warn and encourage hundreds of thousands in that region to consider selling out and relocating. The Los Angeles Basin was then, and is more so today, a 'hazardous place to be living!'

Beyond the potential for a devastating, long-overdue earthquake, water resources are stretched way beyond reason with water being taken from the Colorado River and moved for a distance of hundreds of miles. A major quake would likely sever those life-giving arteries.

Beyond a potential for natural disaster in that region, according to Homeland Security, Los Angeles is a prime target for a major terror attack.

In 30 years since, I have personally witnessed the invasion of millions of illegals who pose an incredible risk to the otherwise law-abiding residents of the State.

The State of California is bankrupt, and is no longer 'Golden.'

I know for a fact that many who heard my pleas during those years made the difficult
choice to relocate. They received top-dollar for their homes and properties back then -- not so today, sadly . . .

The hour is late, the risk is high and, doubtless, the cost will not be friendly. I will say as plainly as I can to thousands of friends who still reside in southern California, please pray and act. Please pray and act now!

Some who read these comments will understand and prayerfully, 'get out of Dodge.'

'The time is near when the large cities will be visited by the judgments of God . . . these cities will be terribly shaken. Err long, there will be such strife and confusion in the cities, that those who wish to leave them will not be able. A great terror is soon to come upon human beings. The end is very near. We who know the truth should be preparing for what is soon to break upon the world as an overwhelming surprise.'

Los Angeles Basin Long Overdue for Major Earthquake: Lake-effect Theory Sinks, But Quake Timing Questions Go On

"ScienceDaily (Feb. 10, 2011) -- A chronology of 1,000 years of earthquakes at the southern end of the San Andreas Fault nixes the idea that lake changes in the now-dry region caused past quakes. However, researchers say, the timeline pulled from sediment in three deep trenches confirms that this portion of the fault is long past the expected time for a major temblor that would strongly shake the Los Angeles Basin.

"The new study, appearing in the February issue of the Bulletin of the Seismological Society of America, doesn't change existing thinking about the threat of a major quake -- potentially measuring 7.0 to 8.0 on the Richter scale -- for southern California. It does, however, provide the first published documentation of much-discussed data that have emerged in the last three decades from an area that is now rapidly being built up and populated, just north of the Salton Sea.

"The new study, said co-author Ray Weldon, professor and head of the department of geological sciences at the University of Oregon, documents that the south end of the San Andreas fault has gone perhaps 140 years longer than the average 180 years between quakes."

Click Here To Read It All

Fresh Produce Prices to Double or Triple Following Freak Freezes -- Is Earth in a Magnetic Pole Shift?

By: Mike Adams /Natural News.com / February 14, 2011
In an article posted on January 3 of this year, I predicted a rise in food prices resulting from
freak weather events (http://www.naturalnews.com/030903_p...). Here's what I said in that article:

"By the end of 2012, I predict significant food supply disruptions in North America, brought about either by radical weather affecting crop yields or perhaps the invasion of disease indirectly caused by the over-use of pesticides or GMOs. The number of people in America struggling to feed themselves and their families will rise along with food prices. . . . Expect to see food prices climb with alarming speed over the next two years. While food won't disappear, it will become significantly more expensive, causing more people to shift to subsidized foods (corn, sugar, etc.) which also happen to be some of the worst foods for your health.'

Now there's news from Mexico that the fresh produce normally shipped to U.S. grocery stores has been largely destroyed by the freak cold weather snap that struck the continental United States over the past 10 days. As a result, prices on cucumbers, zucchini, peppers, tomatoes and asparagus are set to double or triple starting right now.

"Even worse, it looks like the supply of many of these items will be completely wiped out. You won't be able to buy them, in other words, at any price!

"This is the fallout from the worst freeze event recorded in North America in 60 years. It has affected not just Northern Mexico, but also much of the U.S. Southwest."

Click Here To Read It All
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Ministry Behind Bars
A work that always needs attention

In any given year, almost 2½ million adult residents of the United States make a federal facility their home away from home. It is estimated that 6% of US prison inmates are non-citizens. Their crimes range from misdemeanor to criminally dangerous. Some sit awaiting trial; others, in more extreme circumstances, sit awaiting execution. In either case, and all in between, our ministry offers a small, but persistent.
voice of hope.
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Los Angeles Basin Long Overdue for Major Earthquake: Lake-Effect Theory Sinks, but Quake Timing Questions Go on

ScienceDaily (Feb. 10, 2011) — A chronology of 1,000 years of earthquakes at the southern end of the San Andreas Fault nixes the idea that lake changes in the now-dry region caused past quakes. However, researchers say, the timeline pulled from sediment in three deep trenches confirms that this portion of the fault is long past the expected time for a major temblor that would strongly shake the Los Angeles Basin.

The new study, appearing in the February issue of the Bulletin of the Seismological Society of America, doesn't change existing thinking about the threat of a major quake -- potentially measuring 7.0 to 8.0 on the Richter scale -- for southern California. It does, however, provide the first published documentation of much-discussed data that have emerged in the last three decades from an area that is now rapidly being built up and populated, just north of the Salton Sea.

Projections of such a quake in recent years led to the nation's largest-ever drill, the Great Southern California ShakeOut, last year. The 2011 ShakeOut is set for Oct. 20. There's even a video projection of the quake's probable route created by the Southern California Earthquake Center. The last earthquake to originate from the area occurred in about 1690.

The new study, said co-author Ray Weldon, professor and head of the department of geological sciences at the University of Oregon, documents that the south end of the San Andreas fault has gone perhaps 140 years longer than the average 180 years between quakes.

"We have dated the last five to seven prehistoric earthquakes of the southernmost 100 kilometers (about 60 miles) of the San Andreas Fault, which is the only piece of the fault that hasn't ruptured in historical times," Weldon said. "If you were there in about 1690, when the last earthquake occurred, the odds of getting to 2010 without an earthquake would have been 20 percent or less."

Weldon stopped short of concluding that a major earthquake is due or overdue, saying that data from this study and other recent work may just as well point to unknowns in current earthquake-modeling techniques.

The seven earthquake events, including the two possible temblors, were placed between 905-961 AD, 959-1015 (possible), 1090-1152, 1275-1347, 1320-1489 (possible), 1588-1662 and 1657-1713, based on analyses of seismic structures preserved in the sediment in the three trenches and 82 radiocarbon dates drawn from 61 samples of organic material. (Credit: Image courtesy of University of Oregon)
959-1015 (possible), 1090-1152, 1275-1347, 1320-1489 (possible), 1588-1662 and 1657-1713, based on analyses of seismic structures preserved in the sediment in the three trenches and 82 radiocarbon dates drawn from 61 samples of organic material.

Weldon and co-authors -- former UO graduate student Belle Philibosian, now pursuing a doctorate at the California Institute of Technology (Cal Tech), and Thomas Fumal of the U.S. Geological Survey, who died in December -- concluded there is a high probability of rupture in the fault because of a likely buildup of tectonic stress.

The study area is in the dry bed of prehistoric Lake Cahuilla at Coachella, Calif. The lake has been dry since about 1715, according to timelines found in early travelers' descriptions of the area. Researchers found that the lakebed was full of water six times in the study period.

"We now have the best chronology of these lakes that has ever existed," said Weldon, who knows the area well from previous work.

As a doctoral student, he was part of a Cal Tech team led by Kerry Sieh that studied a nearby site in the late 1970s and early 1980s. Seismologists have cited the team's never-fully published findings often. Weldon's return to the region began when researchers were granted access to three 26-foot-deep trenches dug to determine Alquist-Priolo earthquake fault zones as required under California law to assure that human dwellings are not built on fault lines. The trenches, two of which exposed the fault, provide direct access to layers of lake sediments and alluvial deposits.

The Lake Cahuilla Basin, 132 miles from downtown Los Angeles, is separated from the Gulf of California to the south by the expansive, ever-changing delta of the Colorado River. The current body of water in the lake's southern basin, called the Salton Sea, was born in 1905, when heavy rain and snowmelt in the Colorado River drainage led to the collapse of an intake canal built for irrigation purposes just south of Yuma, Ariz. The river then poured into the sink.

The observation that the last lake and last quake were at about 1700 AD and that there have been seven earthquakes and seven lakes during the approximately past 1,000 years have led to the hypothesis that the filling or emptying of each lake triggered earthquake events by changing the pressure on the fault plane below. The new study, Weldon said, shoots down that idea.

The data show that earthquakes occurred in all scenarios: when the lake was filling, while it was full, when it was draining and even when it had long been dried up. In fact, researchers found, the last quake in about 1690 occurred when the lake was full, just before it drained. Calculations of how long the lake would take to dry, if shut off from its Colorado River source coupled with travelers' journals, cited in the study, actually provide witness to the lake's disappearance. "If anything, the earthquake made the lake go away," Weldon said.

"The most popular hypothesis has been that the filling of the lake causes an earthquake, or the draining of the lake causes a quake," he said. "Neither can be true based on where we've found. There's probably no relationship, but if you want to say there is a relationship, it could be that the quakes make or unmake the lakes."

That scenario, he added, could mean that earthquakes have at times shifted the Colorado River's pathway into or away from Lake Cahuilla's bed, perhaps by shaken driven lateral spreading and collapse of its riverbanks.

Seismic activity has been common in the Imperial Valley south of the Salton Sea, which is the continuation of the plate boundary to the south but not part of the actual fault, Weldon noted.

"At some point, this area will get kicked by shaking from one of the many quakes that happen south of the
San Andreas Fault," he said. "It will rupture northward along the fault. When it comes into the San Bernardino Valley, seismic energy will be directed by a series of basins, including the Los Angeles Basin, into the most highly populated part of Southern California."

The U.S. Geological Survey supported the research. A National Science Foundation Graduate Research Fellowship also supported Philibosian, who was the study's lead author.
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Fresh produce prices to double or triple following freak freezes - is Earth in a magnetic pole shift?

by Mike Adams, the Health Ranger, NaturalNews Editor

(NaturalNews) In an article posted on January 3 of this year, I predicted a rise in food prices resulting from freak weather events (http://www.naturalnews.com/030903_p...). Here's what I said in that article:

By the end of 2012, I predict significant food supply disruptions in North America, brought about either by radical weather affecting crop yields or perhaps the invasion of disease indirectly caused by the over-use of pesticides or GMOs. The number of people in America struggling to feed themselves and their families will rise along with food prices. ...Expect to see food prices climb with alarming speed over the next two years. While food won't disappear, it will become significantly more expensive, causing more people to shift to subsidized foods (corn, sugar, etc.) which also happen to be some of the worst foods for your health.

Now there's news from Mexico that the fresh produce normally shipped to U.S. grocery stores has been largely destroyed by the freak cold weather snap that struck the continental United States over the past 10 days. As a result, prices on cucumbers, zucchini, peppers, tomatoes and asparagus are set to double or triple starting right now.

Even worse, it looks like the supply of many of these items will be completely wiped out. You won't be able to buy them, in other words, at any price!

This is the fallout from the worst freeze event recorded in North America in 60 years. It has affected not just Northern Mexico, but also much of the U.S. Southwest. It also raises the question: Is the food supply further threatened by radical weather events?

A theory of what's happening

I'm not going to go into all the details here, but from what I've been reading and researching about a number of seemingly-unrelated events, some clues that might explain their commonality begin to emerge. It all seems to lead to the theory that this is all being caused by the weakening of the Earth's magnetic field.

The magnetic field is shifting, you see. It's in the process of flipping, as it has done many times throughout Earth's history. As explained on Wikipedia (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geomag...):

"The Earth's magnetic north pole is drifting from northern Canada towards Siberia with a presently accelerating rate -- 10 km per year at the beginning of the 20th century, up to 40 km per year in 2003, and since then has only accelerated."

I recently wrote about how an airport in Tampa, Florida recently had to renumber its runways to account for the unexpectedly rapid shifts in the Earth's magnetic poles (http://www.naturalnews.com/030996_b...).

That same story discusses the theory of how the weakening magnetosphere may have allowed high altitude sub-zero air carrying toxic space clouds called Noctilucent clouds to invade the lower atmosphere,
causing the sudden death of birds that we've been seeing reported across the globe. (This theory, however, does not account for the unexplained deaths of fish.)

The other side effect of this is the introduction of extremely cold temperatures from high altitude (or low orbit) space clouds that could be reaching into the lower atmosphere and spreading from the North Pole down through areas that would normally never see such low temperatures. This may explain the "freak weather" that's killing the produce and driving food prices through the roof.

How Earth's magnetosphere impacts your dinner plate

Of course, it's all just a theory so far, but here's the theory in a nutshell:

Weakening Earth's magnetic field (which is what happens during the magnetic pole shift transition) causes extreme cold to break into Earth's lower atmosphere, which causes freak cold weather events to spread far and wide, which causes the destruction of food crops.

Theoretically, this could even lead to a rapid ice age taking over the planet, almost like something out of a Hollywood movie. Such a scenario would obviously be devastating to the human population across the planet as billions would starve from a lack of food. (That would no doubt fulfill Bill Gates' mission of reducing the world population, eh? Who needs vaccines when you've got sub-zero space clouds?)

The Earth's magnetosphere, you see, is a vital protective force field that protects life on Earth (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Magnetosphere...). Without the magnetosphere, we would not only be fried by cosmic radiation; Earth's atmosphere would also be slowly blown away by the solar wind, leaving Earth looking a whole lot like Mars (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_wind).

The magnetosphere is believed to be generated by the Earth's core. As Wikipedia explains, "The internal field of the Earth (its "main field") appears to be generated in the Earth's core by a dynamo process, associated with the circulation of liquid metal in the core, driven by internal heat sources."

We know from studying lava flows of basalt rock that the Earth's magnetic field has "flipped" many times in the past. Interestingly, a scientific study published in the journal Nature and entitled "New evidence for extraordinarily rapid change of the geomagnetic field during a reversal" reveals that the Earth's magnetic field has, in the past, shifted by as much as six degrees in just 24 hours. (http://www.nature.com/nature/journal...)

At that pace, the magnetic poles would be completely reversed in just 30 days.

A magnetic flip isn't pretty

This NASA page shows an interesting picture of what happens during a "magnetic flip" (http://www.nasa.gov/vision/earth/lo...). It explains:

"Magnetic lines of force near Earth's surface become twisted and tangled, and magnetic poles pop up in unaccustomed places. A south magnetic pole might emerge over Africa, for instance, or a north pole over Tahiti. Weird. But it's still a planetary magnetic field, and it still protects us from space radiation and solar storms."

This magnetic pole shift (or "magnetic flip") could allow extreme cold to abruptly enter the lower atmosphere, perhaps even reaching all the way down to the Earth's surface. The magnetic field isn't "clean" and "smooth," you see. Here's an image of the current magnetic map of the planet: http://gravmag.ou.edu/mag_earth/mag...

Notice how it has holes in it? It's not completely smooth and uniform as you might expect. In fact, magnetic "holes" can easily appear and then disappear anywhere on the planet as the flows of metal in the Earth's core shift around. These holes can last anywhere from a few minutes to a few decades, depending on what's happening in the planet's core. During short-lived magnetic turbulence, a particular region on...
the planet can "lose" its magnetic field (it's neither North nor South but neutral). This results in a magnetic "gap" that creates a vulnerability. The general consensus is that the greater danger here is exposure to cosmic radiation, but there is also the possibility that freezing cold space clouds may also be influenced by the magnetosphere (or the gaps therein).

That may be some of what we just experienced over the last ten days, in fact: A taste of things yet to come if the magnetic field continues to churn and drift. Imagine a winter where even Mexico freezes, and many areas of Canada maintain temperatures of minus 50 Celsius...

Again, this is just a theory of what could be happening. A hypothesis. I don't have any scientific proof that the magnetic pole shift is causing these freak cold weather events. But it's clearly an area deserving exploration. Because if the cold weather events get worse over the next few years, we could be looking at serious disruptions in the food supply, the climate and Earth's ecosystems.

This isn't being caused by global warming, either. Unless you believe that global warming causes global cooling, of course. Instead, this is being caused by the movement of Earth's core. Therein lies the bad news: There's virtually nothing we can do about it. If the Earth's core wants to shift, it's going to shift, regardless of what you or I want it to do.

If that's what's happening, get out your garden seeds and your cold weather greenhouses. It might be a good time to subscribe to your local CSA and support their farming efforts, too. You'll need to grow more food to help compensate for the global food failures likely to be brought on by increasingly radical weather.

Get ready for some crazy summer monsoons in the months ahead, too. I predict we're going to see some cataclysmic flooding in Southeast Asia, followed by deadly droughts somewhere else on the planet. Radical weather has a way of reminding humankind that we're not so clever after all... and that we need the planet for our survival, but the planet can survive just fine without us around.

Emergency Fuel Provider Macro provides emergency fuel supply and logistics. www.macrooil.com
Folgers® Coffee Browse Folgers.com to Find the Folgers® Coffee Right For You! Folgers.com
Mobile Business Solution A Better Way To Answer And Manage Phone Calls. 6-Month Free Trial. www.evVoice.com
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Ministry Behind Bars
A work that always needs attention

In any given year, almost 2½ million adult residents of the United States make a federal facility their home away from home. It is estimated that 6% of US prison inmates are non-citizens. Their crimes range from misdemeanor to criminally dangerous. Some sit awaiting trial; others, in more extreme circumstances, sit awaiting execution. In either case, and all in between, our ministry offers a small, but persistent, voice of hope.

One of the foundations upon which the charter of our work was built was that of prison ministry, with the object in mind of placing good books in the hands of those behind bars. Through the years God has seen to it that our work has not been wanting, and our efforts have never been wasted. In 2010 alone we received back almost a thousand Bible lessons to be graded. In addition to the lessons, we mailed almost 8,000 books to prisoners and their family members—all as free gifts. Chaplains and prisoners have written to tell us of small groups forming to read our books and study the lessons we provide. Can we hear a hearty AMEN!

Life on-the-inside is not like life in the rest of the world, where most of us live. Out here, when we run out of something, we simply go to the store and pick it up. If we want to read a book, we either buy it or visit the local library and check it out. In a prison, reading materials have to develop the ability to experience life after death; in other words, when most of us would consider a thing fit for the trash, then it is that someone has to get out the Scotch tape and paste the thing back together. Welcome to life behind bars, the place where books may be accurately judged by their covers.

And the story often goes on once the inmates leave the gates. Frequently we receive letters of thanks from those who had read our books and Bible lessons while locked up, as well as many notes of gratitude from their families; these are always refreshing.

If you have contributed to our Prison Ministry fund, or to any Mission World project during this past year, thank you! Your donations are a sacred trust to us and are never a waste. None of our work would be possible without you. We can’t say it enough—Thank you!

“America is the land of the second chance—and when the gates of the prison open, the path ahead should lead to a better life.”
~George W. Bush.
The Perfect Storm is Coming!
War, Economic Collapse and Moral Decay—Is America Headed for Armageddon?
Ninety-two powerful pages highlighting the struggle between the powers of good and evil. From the birth of the Christian Church, through the Dark Ages, across centuries of religious error and confusion, to a time of absolute peace in an earth made new. Compelling excerpts from America in Prophecy (The Great Controversy).
Illumination guaranteed!
Currently available in English and Spanish.

America in Prophecy
Will America Survive?
Many believe America has reached, perhaps surpassed, the zenith of her greatness—that she is destined to become a second-rate world power. Here are fascinating predictions about America and what the future may hold. AP also available in Spanish.

Finding Peace Within
A book for people in need...
Thousands seek relief from today's fast-paced lifestyles, the crippling effects of job-related stress and strained family relationships. This inspiring, easy-to-read guide offers lasting solutions that really work. FPW also available in Spanish.

Hidden Treasures
- Stories from the Master Storyteller
Spellbinding stories of pearls, lost coins and treasure hidden in a field were recounted with such mystery and passion that the educated as well as the common people were drawn to Christ. Priceless reading.

Health and Happiness
- Live Longer! Live Healthier!
The medical and scientific worlds are rediscovering the Bible's uncanny rules for good health. Ancient laws governing physical and mental health are today being confirmed. Natural remedies, faith and healing, diet and foods, and more...

Who are the Angels?
Angel sightings and angel sayings have ignited a spiritual and commercial craze—but just who or what are angels? Though often depicted as good, angels do not always dispense blessings. Excerpts from 10 chapters of America in Prophecy (The Great Controversy).

What's Behind the New World Order?
This enlightening and provocative 80-page publication reveals the hidden agenda behind the New World Order and the Ecumenical Movement—topics that almost no one dares to discuss. Dynamic excerpts from 10 chapters of America in Prophecy (The Great Controversy).

Who are the Angels? also available as a Spanish/English bi-lingual version

Books to Read and Share
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